We propose a novel design method for multi-focal metallic Fresnel zone plates (MFZPs), which exploits the phase selection rule by putting virtual point sources (VPSs) at the desired focal points distant to the MFZP plane. The phase distribution at the MFZP plane reciprocally formed by the VPSs was quantized in a binary manner based on the phase selection rule, thereby leading to a corresponding on-off amplitude pattern for the targeted MFZP. The resultant phase distribution was dependent on the complex amplitudes of the VPSs, so that they could be determined from the perspective of both multi-focal functionality and fabrication feasibility. As a typical example, we utilized the particle swarm optimization algorithm to determine them. Based on the proposed method, we designed and numerically analyzed two types of novel MFZPs-one for a monochromatic multi-focal application and the other for a multi-chromatic mono-focal application-verifying the effectiveness and validity of the proposed method. We also fabricated them onto Au-deposited glass substrates, using electron beam evaporation and a focused ion beam milling process. We experimentally characterized them and also verified that they successfully demonstrated their feasibilities. The former produced distinct hot spots at three different focal distances of 10, 15, and 20 µm for monochromatic incidence at 650 nm, and the latter produced a single hot spot at a focal distance of 15 µm for multi-chromatic incidence at 660, 532, and 473 nm. The experimental results were also in good agreement with their corresponding numerical results. We expect that both MFZPs will have various applications, such as laser micromachining, optical trapping, biomedical sensing, confocal collimation, achromatic optics, etc.
Introduction
Fresnel zone plates (FZPs) or metallic Fresnel zone plates (MFZPs) have received considerable attention in recent years as an efficient focusing element for flat optical applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . They can be used not only as a replacement for conventional focusing lenses, but also as optical elements with exquisite properties by implementing various novel patterns onto the metallic annular slit structure, such as multi-focal, multi-chromatic, and super-oscillatory lenses [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Among them, studies of MFZPs for multi-focal applications have recently received considerable attention. These studies have exploited various authentic mathematical formulae as generating functions for the metallic annular slit structure, such as Fibonacci, fractal, and cantor series [11] [12] [13] . While they may lead to unique multi-focal capabilities, it is hard to say whether they can rigorously produce multi-focal points at certain predetermined locations. Moreover, there have been very few attempts to investigate a systematic design method for multi-focal MFZPs even though such a method could have a huge impact on improvements in laser micro-machining, optical trapping, chemical sensing, biomedical sensing, confocal collimation, achromatic optics, etc. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Thus, we think that this field merits additional research.
One of the simplest and most conventional ways to realize a multi-focal MFZP is to divide the area of a lens into multiple sections, such that each section is individually designed and constructed to produce a different focal point [22] [23] [24] . Whilst this spatial division can be carried out either azimuthally or radially, it can produce some undesirable outcomes. The former cannot avoid polarization dependence issues, because the individual section naturally results in a different orientation to the polarization axis of incident light. In contrast, the latter incurs significant degradation in the sharpness of the focal depth [25] , because the effective beam width allocated to each radial section is inevitably reduced. On the other hand, a more intricate way to realize a multi-focal MFZP is to exploit a pixelated phase pattern on the substrate via dielectric material deposition [26] , such that all the combined diffractions eventually form multi-focal spots at different depths. However, such a highly pixelated phase pattern generally requires a complicated fabrication process, such as plasma-enhanced chemical deposition. This aspect substantially undermines the fundamental merits of MFZPs, which include the simplicity of both its design and the fabrication procedure.
We here propose and demonstrate novel multi-focal MFZPs that can overcome the issues mentioned above as well as providing a simple but powerful systematic design method for them. We exploit the use of virtual point sources, placed at the desired focal points, to obtain an effective MFZP pattern of multi-focal functionality, replying to the phase conjugation principle. We can readily fine-tune and optimize the pattern, varying the complex amplitudes of the virtual point sources, i.e., their intensity levels and initial phase offset values so that the corresponding MFZP results in the best performance from the perspective of both multi-focal functionality and fabrication feasibility. We thus present all the details of the proposed systematic design method for multi-focal MFZPs and utilize the method to configure two types of MFZPs with novel functionality, including a monochromatic multi-focal MFZP and a multi-chromatic mono-focal MFZP. We fabricated them and verified their novel characteristics both numerically and experimentally.
Design Principle for a Multi-Focal MFZP
Conventional MFZP implementation is carried out by selectively opening or closing the individual paths of light so that they may result in constructive or destructive interference at the specified focal point, respectively. Thus, assuming that the incident light is monochromatic and has a uniform phase front at the MFZP plane, i.e., z = 0, the radii of the individual annular slits can be determined by the following formula [27] :
where r n denotes the inner radius of an annular slit opening for an odd integer n or its outer radius for an even integer n, N is the total number of annular slits, α is the initial phase-offset constant, f 0 is the focal length, and λ 0 is the wavelength of incident light. Thus, this MFZP produces a hot spot at z = f 0 via all constructive interference. This design principle can be reformulated in a reciprocal manner, because without loss of generality, the propagation of electromagnetic waves is "reciprocal" in a simple medium [28] . In other words, if one puts a virtual point source (VPS) at z = f 0 , where all the light is initially focused down, it radiates a spherical wave towards the MFZP plane. This phase-conjugated or backward-directed spherical wave eventually produces a phase distribution at z = 0 in relation to the initial phase offset value α. Specifically, if this phase distribution is quantized into 0 and π in a binary manner based on the so-called phase selection rule (PSR), subsequently making the 0 and π regions open and closed, the resultant pattern of the annular slits is the same as specified by Equation (1) for a mono-focal MFZP. Building upon this fundamental principle of the PSR via a VPS as well as the principle of superposition, one can readily design a multi-focal MFZP if one puts multiple VPSs at different focal points to obtain the resultant phase distribution at z = 0. In principle, the rest of the procedure is identical to the mono-focal MFZP case discussed above. We visualize the method in Figure 1 .
subsequently making the 0 and π regions open and closed, the resultant pattern of the annular slits is the same as specified by Equation (1) for a mono-focal MFZP. Building upon this fundamental principle of the PSR via a VPS as well as the principle of superposition, one can readily design a multi-focal MFZP if one puts multiple VPSs at different focal points to obtain the resultant phase distribution at = 0. In principle, the rest of the procedure is identical to the mono-focal MFZP case discussed above. We visualize the method in Figure 1 . Moreover, it is worth noting that, depending on the depths of the multiple focal points, the intensities of the individual spherical waves at the MFZP plane, i.e., their influences on the resultant phase distribution, decrease based on the inverse-square law. Thus, when designing a multi-focal MFZP, one should also adjust the intensity levels of individual VPSs according to the intensity levels at the desired focal points. Consequently, considering that the quantized amplitude pattern can considerably vary in a binary manner based on the PSR, given the choice of the complex amplitudes of the VPSs, i.e., their intensity levels and initial phase-offset values, it is necessary to optimize them from the perspective of both multi-focal functionality and fabrication feasibility. In particular, we chose to use the particle swarm optimization (PSO) method [29] for this optimization procedure, although it is not necessarily the only method available. In addition, we carried out all the numerical calculations and optimizations using the commercial mathematical software Matlab (R2016b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Moreover, it is worth noting that, depending on the depths of the multiple focal points, the intensities of the individual spherical waves at the MFZP plane, i.e., their influences on the resultant phase distribution, decrease based on the inverse-square law. Thus, when designing a multi-focal MFZP, one should also adjust the intensity levels of individual VPSs according to the intensity levels at the desired focal points. Consequently, considering that the quantized amplitude pattern can considerably vary in a binary manner based on the PSR, given the choice of the complex amplitudes of the VPSs, i.e., their intensity levels and initial phase-offset values, it is necessary to optimize them from the perspective of both multi-focal functionality and fabrication feasibility. In particular, we chose to use the particle swarm optimization (PSO) method [29] for this optimization procedure, although it is not necessarily the only method available. In addition, we carried out all the numerical calculations and optimizations using the commercial mathematical software Matlab (R2016b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
A Monochromatic, Multi-Focal MFZP
To demonstrate a proof of principle for multi-focal functionality, we first designed an example MFZP capable of producing multiple hot spots at three different points with identical peak intensities for monochromatic incident light. We chose the design parameters as the following: we set the diameter of the target MFZP to 50 µm and the three foci to f 1,2,3 = 10, 15, and 20 µm. We assumed that the foci were on the central axis of the MFZP, i.e., the z-axis, and that the wavelength of the incident light was 650 nm.
For simplicity, we initially chose the indicators of the PSO algorithm from two perspectives: (1) how accurately the three foci were formed at the desired locations in terms of ∆ f m ; and (2) how evenly the peak intensities of the three hot spots were determined in terms of ∆I m . However, it is worth noting that the optimization procedure can further be extended in various additional aspects if necessary. We set the penalty parameters based on those two simple criteria and carried out the optimization procedure based on the PSO algorithm until both criteria were met within the tolerance values, such that the relative tolerance values for ∆ f m and ∆I m were ±0.5% and ±3%, respectively. In Table 1 , we summarize the target design parameters as well as the resultant parameters obtained after going through the application of the PSR via the VPSs along with the PSO algorithm. In particular, it is worth noting that we set the minimum step for the slit-width variation, i.e., the slit resolution, to 10 nm, in consideration of the fabrication resolution of the in-house focused ion beam (FIB) system. In Figure 2 , we illustrate the resultant pattern of the designed MFZP and the corresponding numerical result regarding its multi-focal functionality. It is worth noting that the intensity level at f 3 was regarded as the reference value. From the result, one can clearly see that it could produce three hot spots at the expected locations with sufficiently identical peak intensity levels. The individual locations of the three focal points were 9.95, 15.04, and 19.99 µm, all of which were within the specified tolerance. Considering that we simplified the optimization criteria for this MFZP for the purpose of a proof of principle demonstration, there remains room for improvement in aspects other than the location accuracy and intensity uniformity. For example, in the above simulation results, the side lobe suppression ratio was estimated to be −6.12 dB. One can improve this ratio significantly if one extends the optimization procedure with an additional criterion. Notwithstanding this, we emphasize that the proposed method, based on the application of the PSR via the VPSs along with the PSO algorithm, was very effective and powerful in systematically designing an MFZP with multi-focal functionality for monochromatic incident light.
Based on the designed pattern shown in Figure 2a , we fabricated a real MFZP and characterized it experimentally. The fabrication procedure was as follows: We first uniformly deposited an Au metal layer of 100 nm thickness on a glass substrate, using an electron beam evaporation method [30] . We implemented the designed pattern via the FIB milling process [18, 31] .
In Figure 3 , we illustrate the schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for the characterization of the fabricated MFZP. It comprised a light source, an MFZP sample, and an imaging device. We used a diode laser (VFL-250, Fibretool, Shanghai, China) operating at 650 nm as the light source to irradiate the MFZP sample. It is worth noting that the diode laser could be replaced by a red/green/blue (RGB) laser system for another experiment to be discussed in the next section. We utilized an optical microscope (BH, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) with a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (UCMOS05100KPA, ToupTek, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China) as the imaging device to detect the transmitted light through the MFZP sample, varying the distance between the MFZP sample and the objective lens of the optical microscope. section. We utilized an optical microscope (BH, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) with a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (UCMOS05100KPA, ToupTek, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China) as the imaging device to detect the transmitted light through the MFZP sample, varying the distance between the MFZP sample and the objective lens of the optical microscope.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 2 . Simulation results on the monochromatic, multi-focal MFZP specified in Table 1 In Figure 4a ,b, we illustrate the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated MFZP and the images of the transmitted light obtained at some specific distances by means of the optical microscope, respectively. One can see that the fabricated MFZP effectively produced multiple hot spots at the locations as closely as designed. In Figure 4c ,d, we also illustrate the whole section. We utilized an optical microscope (BH, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) with a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (UCMOS05100KPA, ToupTek, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China) as the imaging device to detect the transmitted light through the MFZP sample, varying the distance between the MFZP sample and the objective lens of the optical microscope.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 2 . Simulation results on the monochromatic, multi-focal MFZP specified in Table 1 In Figure 4a ,b, we illustrate the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated MFZP and the images of the transmitted light obtained at some specific distances by means of the optical microscope, respectively. One can see that the fabricated MFZP effectively produced multiple hot spots at the locations as closely as designed. In Figure 4c ,d, we also illustrate the whole In Figure 4a ,b, we illustrate the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated MFZP and the images of the transmitted light obtained at some specific distances by means of the optical microscope, respectively. One can see that the fabricated MFZP effectively produced multiple hot spots at the locations as closely as designed. In Figure 4c ,d, we also illustrate the whole spatial distribution of the transmitted light in both the longitudinal and transverse directions, from which one can clearly see that the three hot spots were well separated and centered at the targeted locations. However, we could not resolve out even finer intensity distributions than detected owing to the limited sensitivity of the CMOS sensor array of the optical microscope system we used. We observed that the peak locations of the three hot spots took place exactly at 10, 15, and 20 µm with a measurement resolution uncertainty of 0.2 µm and that the relative peak intensity levels of their average values were 0.97, 0.96, and 1.03, respectively. We emphasize that, overall, the experimental results were in good agreement with the numerical results shown Figure 2c , indicating that the designed MFZP pattern was also completely feasible in terms of fabrication. spatial distribution of the transmitted light in both the longitudinal and transverse directions, from which one can clearly see that the three hot spots were well separated and centered at the targeted locations. However, we could not resolve out even finer intensity distributions than detected owing to the limited sensitivity of the CMOS sensor array of the optical microscope system we used. We observed that the peak locations of the three hot spots took place exactly at 10, 15, and 20 μm with a measurement resolution uncertainty of 0.2 μm and that the relative peak intensity levels of their average values were 0.97, 0.96, and 1.03, respectively. We emphasize that, overall, the experimental results were in good agreement with the numerical results shown Figure 2c , indicating that the designed MFZP pattern was also completely feasible in terms of fabrication. 
A Multi-Chromatic Mono-Focal MFZP
It is worth noting that a conventional MFZP has a high chromatic aberration such that the effective focal length varies with a wavelength with a negative slope [32] . In other words, the longer the wavelength, the shorter the focal length. This feature can readily be seen from the relation 
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To demonstrate a proof of principle for multi-chromatic, mono-focal functionality, we designed and fabricated another MFZP capable of simultaneously producing a hot spot at an identical location for RGB beams. We assumed that the wavelengths of the RGB colors were 660, 532, and 473 nm, respectively, and that the target focal point was located at 15 μm away from the MFZP plane. In a similar manner to the design procedure taken in the preceding section, we carried out the application of the PSR via the VPSs along with the PSO algorithm. We note that in this case we took a single indicator for optimization only from the perspective of how similarly the three focal points were formed at the desired location in terms of ∆ with a relative tolerance value of ±0.1%. It is worth noting that we did not consider a second criterion on ∆ at this stage, mainly because the incident multi-color beams do not necessarily have the same power levels. We summarize all the simulation parameters in Table 2 . Figure 5 . Numerical simulation of the monochromatic multi-focal MFZP specified in Table 1 , regarding the normalized intensity distribution along the z-axis with respect to incident wavelength.
To demonstrate a proof of principle for multi-chromatic, mono-focal functionality, we designed and fabricated another MFZP capable of simultaneously producing a hot spot at an identical location for RGB beams. We assumed that the wavelengths of the RGB colors were 660, 532, and 473 nm, respectively, and that the target focal point was located at 15 µm away from the MFZP plane. In a similar manner to the design procedure taken in the preceding section, we carried out the application of the PSR via the VPSs along with the PSO algorithm. We note that in this case we took a single indicator for optimization only from the perspective of how similarly the three focal points were formed at the desired location in terms of ∆ f m with a relative tolerance value of ±0.1%. It is worth noting that we did not consider a second criterion on ∆I m at this stage, mainly because the incident multi-color beams do not necessarily have the same power levels. We summarize all the simulation parameters in Table 2 .
In Figure 6 , we show simulation results in which one can see that all the RGB colors were focused on a nearly identical location at 15 µm. The minimum side lobe suppression ratio for all the cases was -3.47 dB, which was relatively higher than that of the monochromatic multi-focal MFZP. However, we note that one can improve it significantly if one extends the optimization procedure with an additional criterion. In addition, the relative peak intensity levels of blue and green colors to that of red were 0.73 and 0.76, respectively, which was due to the fact that we did not put any indicator in the PSO procedure that took into account the relative peak intensity levels among colors. In order to adjust them further, one can take the recourse of optimization by putting additional tolerance on ∆I m , as was done in the preceding section. In Figure 6 , we show simulation results in which one can see that all the RGB colors were focused on a nearly identical location at 15 μm. The minimum side lobe suppression ratio for all the cases was -3.47 dB, which was relatively higher than that of the monochromatic multi-focal MFZP. However, we note that one can improve it significantly if one extends the optimization procedure with an additional criterion. In addition, the relative peak intensity levels of blue and green colors to that of red were 0.73 and 0.76, respectively, which was due to the fact that we did not put any indicator in the PSO procedure that took into account the relative peak intensity levels among colors. In order to adjust them further, one can take the recourse of optimization by putting additional tolerance on ∆ , as was done in the preceding section.
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(c) Figure 6 . Simulation results for the multi-chromatic mono-focal MFZP specified in Table 2 Based on the designed pattern shown in Figure 6a , we fabricated an MFZP with multi-chromatic mono-focal functionality, for which we used the electron beam evaporation and Based on the designed pattern shown in Figure 6a , we fabricated an MFZP with multi-chromatic mono-focal functionality, for which we used the electron beam evaporation and the FIB milling processes, as discussed in the preceding section. We characterized it experimentally, using the same setup as illustrated in Figure 3 in which we replaced the 650 nm laser diode with an RGB laser system. The RGB laser system was constructed by combining individual red (Flamenco 300, Cobolt, Solna, Sweden), green (Verdi G2 SLM, Coherent, Palo Alto, CA, USA), and blue (Excelsior 473, Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara, CA, USA) laser beams operating at 660, 532, and 473 nm, respectively, using dichroic mirrors.
In Figure 7a ,b, we illustrate the SEM image of the fabricated MFZP and the images of the hot spots obtained using the optical microscope for individual color beams as well as for the combined RGB beams at the same location, i.e., z =~15 µm, respectively. One can see that the fabricated MFZP effectively produced hot spots at the same location for all the RGB beams. In particular, when the individual RGB beams were illuminated on the MFZP at the same time, one can clearly see a single bright hot spot in white color at the center, which means that the three hot spots in RGB colors were formed at the same location. Owing to the limited sensitivity of the CMOS sensor array of the optical microscope system we used, we could not resolve out even finer intensity distributions than detected, except for some low intensity side lobes in the transverse plane. Notwithstanding this, we emphasize that overall the experimental results were in good agreement with the numerical results presented in Figure 6 . the FIB milling processes, as discussed in the preceding section. We characterized it experimentally, using the same setup as illustrated in Figure 3 in which we replaced the 650 nm laser diode with an RGB laser system. The RGB laser system was constructed by combining individual red (Flamenco 300, Cobolt, Solna, Sweden), green (Verdi G2 SLM, Coherent, Palo Alto, CA, USA), and blue (Excelsior 473, Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara, CA, USA) laser beams operating at 660, 532, and 473 nm, respectively, using dichroic mirrors. In Figure 7a ,b, we illustrate the SEM image of the fabricated MFZP and the images of the hot spots obtained using the optical microscope for individual color beams as well as for the combined RGB beams at the same location, i.e., z = ~15 μm, respectively. One can see that the fabricated MFZP effectively produced hot spots at the same location for all the RGB beams. In particular, when the individual RGB beams were illuminated on the MFZP at the same time, one can clearly see a single bright hot spot in white color at the center, which means that the three hot spots in RGB colors were formed at the same location. Owing to the limited sensitivity of the CMOS sensor array of the optical microscope system we used, we could not resolve out even finer intensity distributions than detected, except for some low intensity side lobes in the transverse plane. Notwithstanding this, we emphasize that overall the experimental results were in good agreement with the numerical results presented in Figure 6 . 
Conclusions
We have demonstrated a monochromatic, multi-focal MFZP and a multi-chromatic, mono-focal MFZP using a novel design principle. This novel design principle is based on the PSR by implementing VPSs at the desired focal points. We utilized the PSO algorithm to determine the appropriate intensity levels and phase offset values for individual VPSs, thereby optimizing the resultant MFZP pattern from the perspective of both multi-focal functionality and fabrication feasibility. Based on the proposed design principle, we first devised a monochromatic multi-focal MFZP for 650 nm incident light, capable of producing multiple hotspots at 10, 15, and 20 μm with a relative tolerance of the focal distance of <0.5% and with a relative peak intensity tolerance of <2.9%. We experimentally implemented the designed MFZP pattern onto an Au-coated glass substrate, utilizing electron beam evaporation deposition and the FIB milling processes. We characterized it with a 650 nm laser source and an imaging apparatus based on an optical microscope with a translation stage. We verified that the measured effective focal distances and relative peak intensity levels for individual hot spots were in good agreement with the numerically 
We have demonstrated a monochromatic, multi-focal MFZP and a multi-chromatic, mono-focal MFZP using a novel design principle. This novel design principle is based on the PSR by implementing VPSs at the desired focal points. We utilized the PSO algorithm to determine the appropriate intensity levels and phase offset values for individual VPSs, thereby optimizing the resultant MFZP pattern from the perspective of both multi-focal functionality and fabrication feasibility. Based on the proposed design principle, we first devised a monochromatic multi-focal MFZP for 650 nm incident light, capable of producing multiple hotspots at 10, 15, and 20 µm with a relative tolerance of the focal distance of <0.5% and with a relative peak intensity tolerance of <2.9%. We experimentally implemented the designed MFZP pattern onto an Au-coated glass substrate, utilizing electron beam evaporation deposition and the FIB milling processes. We characterized it with a 650 nm laser source and an imaging apparatus based on an optical microscope with a translation stage. We verified that the measured effective focal distances and relative peak intensity levels for individual hot spots were in good agreement with the numerically calculated results. We then extended the proposed design principle to the case of a multi-chromatic, mono-focal MFZP, which was capable of simultaneously producing a hot spot at an identical location for RGB wavelengths of 660, 532, and 473 nm. We numerically verified that it could produce a single hot spot at a focal distance of 15 µm for the three RGB wavelengths with relative tolerance of the focal distance of <0.07%. We fabricated and experimentally characterized it in a similar manner. We verified that the measured multi-chromatic, mono-focal characteristics were also in good agreement with the numerical results.
Both the monochromatic, multi-focal MFZP and the multi-chromatic, mono-focal MFZP can have various applications, such as laser micro-machining, optical trapping, biomedical sensing, confocal collimation, achromatic optics, etc. All of these invariably require novel characteristics in terms of beam focusing. Moreover, the proposed design principle based on the PSR via VPSs should be a very effective way of systematically designing various MFZP devices with novel functionality. In addition, although we only utilized the PSO algorithm for the optimization of the intensity and phase offset parameters of the VPSs, various other algorithms, such as deep learning techniques, can also be exploited in order to improve optimization performance and efficiency.
